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The 2011-12 season saw a number of significant changes in officials' responsibility.  The biggest  

was USA Swimming's requirement to add a certified administrative referee/official to each sanctioned 

meet.  This was due to inconsistent timing resolutions reaching SWIMS, inappropriate admin short 

cuts which violated rules and distractions for deck referees. 

Now that fully trained officials are handling all time issues, the quality of what goes into the SWIMS 

database has risen dramatically.  Minnesota is at a quality level that USAS expects.  

Steps were inacted to address this challenge in the LSC.  The Officials' Chair took over responsibility 

for the assignment of all non stroke and turn officials for every sanction.  An assigned officials 

budget to provide honoraria was created; meet hosts were allowed to deduct these expenses and 

pass them through to MSI to remove any financial incentives to cut administrative corners.   We will 

continue to recruit and train dedicated dry side officials and cross train existing referees.  These 

individuals actively teach local meet hosts best practices. 

Recruitment, retention and training were, and continue to be, key initiatives.  We increased 

orientation and traininng opportunities.  Systems were developed to allow us to keep better track of 

officials we wanted to advance or required some support to continue in their current position.  We 

began the season with 142 registered officials and met our goal of a 50% increase over a one year 

period.  We also increased our starter and referee pool by our 25% increase goal.  This will be key 

to staffing our growing meet schedule. 

A group of 12 senior officials were asked to serve in mentorship roles for all new officials.  As a 

result, this hands on practical training has improved the confidence and performance of our newer 

officials.  It has had the additional benefit of increasing our retention of brand new officials, an 

historical area of high attrition.   

Minnesota was the first LSC to embrace USA Swimming's "Women In Officiating" Initiative and 

gained national recognition for its success.  The goal of the initiative is to make the pool deck a 

richer experience for our female peers, given their unique set of challenges.  Additionally, WIO works 

to promote women to advanced positions on the deck.  The bright pink shirts you see on deck are 

designed to create and maintain awareness of these efforts. 

Minnesota officials continue to be well represented on National Decks around the country.  

Developing this caliber of official and asking them to bring their experience and expertise back to our 

local decks remains a top priority.  We are budgeting incentive programs to send more of our 

officials to high level meets.  While stipends will be available to all officials we will initially focus on 

newer officials who are making their first trip to a national deck.    

 


